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About This Game

Engage the enemy across vast outdoor environments and expansive indoor environments as you take control of the US Army's
elite anti-terrorist unit. Delta Force Land Warrior™ introduces new weapons and characters for both single player and intense

online multiplayer via NovaWorld.

Select from a team of diverse characters, each with their own special abilities. (Sniper, Demolitions, Close Quarters
Battle, Aquatics and Heavey Gunner)

Advanced new rifles, systems, machine guns and grenade launcher

Developed from the same engine used to train the US ARMY elite Land Warrior Soldiers

Wage war on the massive battlefields of NovaWorld with up to 50 players simultaneously

Rank Yourself against your enemies and allies on NovaWorld
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My Dad loves this game.. This reminds me of the good old days. Now I am reminded of how old I am. It is worth a play..
Warning, this review is not without nostalgic bias.

This game is one of my old favourites, though it's not very pretty or smart all the time. It still holds a very special place in my
heart.

Though you have set goals every mission the way you complete your task is very often up to you. Going in guns blazing before
your enemies can propely react or picking a silenced sniper rifle and eliminating your enemies one by one unnoticed.

Your allies usually just run on their set path without any thought of their own safety, and your enemies are quite often very slow
to react when you rush them. Also they shoot like drunken blind monkeys.

No matter how you look at it, the weapons are far from balanced, some weapons are just simply so good that it's not even
remotely challenging. A good example being the PSG sniper rifle, and when playing as the sniper character, Longbow is even
more OP.

But no matter the flaws of this game i can't do anything else then recommend it due to all the fun times this game has given me..
This game is AWESOME!. Childhood nostalgia
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still good game,be better if could get online,if theres a way to fix that problem please let me know. Best Delta Force tbh..
Game's great. (It's old and a bit ♥♥♥♥♥♥ but I love it) THE THING THAT PISSES ME IS THE RESOLUTION
GODDAMNIT!!!! WHY IS IT LIMITED TO THIS TINY SH***Y SQUARE!!!!! VIDEOS OF THE GAME ON YOUTUBE
ARE IN 16:9!!!!. Bizarre shift for the series. Realistic feeling missions were replaced by one-man army killathons. The stoic
spec ops soldiers you played as previously were replaced by action hero characters with cliche personalities and cheesy dialogue.
Realistic weapons were cluttered with many oddball designs that just look cool, with the titular Land Warrior concept billed as
the obvious weapon of the future (it wasn't.) Combat was tweaked to be more like an action game than a tactical shooter. The
new engine was supposed to be a giant leap forward in 3D gaming, but didn't run properly on most computers, and the game is
still super buggy.. Delta Force Land Warrior is a fun tactical first-person shooter that despite some small issues remains as a
good game that is worth your time .
Final Score : 7/10 ( Good )

Full video review :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHjxS1ywCRc
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